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Debt Prioritization Would Pay Foreign Borrowers Over 
Critical Programs That Help All Americans 

Republican proposals on debt prioritization would not prevent a U.S. default on its bills, but 

would likely cause major legal, administrative, and economic disruption. Debt prioritization 

involves paying some federal bills ahead of others. It’s the Republican answer to get around the 

default crisis they are creating by refusing to raise the debt ceiling. House Republicans’ so-

called Default Prevention Act would codify this reckless approach and prioritize foreign 

bondholders over funding vital government programs for seniors, veterans, and basic 

government functions. The plan would be unworkable for the Treasury, invite legal challenges 

that would disrupt payments, and put the country’s credit rating at risk.  

Debt prioritization would pay foreign bondholders before America’s seniors and veterans 

The Default Prevention Act places a higher priority on the Treasury paying off government 

bonds that come due over other types of government obligations. This effectively means that the 

Treasury would pay foreign holders of Treasury securities like China, the United Kingdom, and 

Japan before its own bills at home. There would be no distinction between domestic and foreign 

investors; all would be given first-priority treatment.  

Social Security and Medicare payments would be prioritized next in the Default Prevention Act, 

while veterans’ benefits, military pay, and defense would be prioritized second. Any other 

obligations—like Medicaid, infrastructure, education, and law enforcement funding—would be 

prioritized third. Foreign holders of Treasury securities would receive their payments before 

America’s seniors, military, veterans, businesses, students, and children.  

Paying some government bills before others is still default 

If the Treasury did prioritize payments, experts say it would almost certainly pay investors in 

Treasury securities first to avoid defaulting on its debt obligations. But failing to pay any of its 

obligations would still mean default. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has repeatedly called debt 

prioritization “default by another name.” Furthermore, assuming that prioritization is a legitimate 

option could push the United States closer to default with policymakers lacking urgency and not 

viewing a debt-limit breach as the impending catastrophe that it is.   
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http://waysandmeans.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Amendment-in-the-Nature-of-a-Substitute-to-H.R.-187.pdf
https://ticdata.treasury.gov/Publish/mfh.txt
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/janet-yellen-debt-ceiling-fight-republican-plan-prioritize-payments-default/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/the-house-republican-proposal-to-avert-a-debt-ceiling-crisis-is-untested-and-unworkable/
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The GOP prioritization scheme is not a practical or legal solution  

Treasury’s payments systems were purposefully designed so that the United States would pay 

all of its bills when they come due. The Treasury processes millions of payments every day. 

Changing this structure to allow them to sort through and determine which payments to prioritize 

would require a complete overhaul of Treasury’s systems. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said 

last month that “our systems are built to pay all of our bills on time and not to pick and choose 

which bills to pay.” The Secretary added that the plan “would be an exceptionally risky, 

untested, and radical departure from normal payment practices of agencies across the federal 

government.” 

Setting aside these technical challenges, there are major legal questions about such a scheme 

with many experts saying this would almost certainly invite a legal challenge. The legal 

uncertainty would likely lead bond investors to demand higher interest rates and could rattle 

financial markets. Experts note this could create a TARP-like moment with spiking interest rates, 

plunging equity prices, and frozen shorter-term funding markets while the government navigates 

this technical challenge. 

Prioritization would hurt the U.S. economy and threaten our credit rating 

The credit-rating implications of a debt-prioritization scenario are also unclear. Fitch Ratings 

noted it could downgrade the nation’s credit rating if it failed to pay all of its bills, while Standard 

& Poor’s downgraded the nation’s credit rating for much less during the 2011 debt-limit crisis. 

Downgrading the credit rating of Treasury debt would cause interest rates and the cost of 

federal borrowing to rise and would have cascading credit implications for other entities. 

Moody’s Analytics—a non-partisan analytical group distinct from the credit-rating agency—

projects that even a short episode of debt prioritization (without a credit downgrade) would 

cause a decline in real GDP of nearly 0.5 percentage points (over $100 billion dollars), the loss 

of 1 million jobs, and the unemployment rate rising to almost 5%.  

Difficulty predicting federal revenues would disrupt federal payments for seniors, 
veterans, and the military  

Debt prioritization would jeopardize benefits, pensions, and salaries for seniors, veterans, and 

military personnel. The GOP proposal prioritizes paying for specific line items in the federal 

budget but does nothing to ensure the government has enough money to pay those bills at that 

precise time. Federal revenue varies considerably from month to month, and even day to day, 

and does not always align with when payments are due. 

The Center for American Progress found that if debt prioritization was in effect in 2022, the 

federal government would have been unable to cover the full costs of interest payments, Social 

Security, Medicare, veterans’ benefits, and defense spending in three out of seven months from 

June to December—and would have required deep cuts to other programs.  

https://www.cbpp.org/research/federal-budget/debt-limit-default-is-default-even-under-a-prioritization-scheme#_ftnref3:~:text=Let%E2%80%99s%20start%20with,existed.%5B2%5D
https://www.cbpp.org/research/federal-budget/debt-limit-default-is-default-even-under-a-prioritization-scheme#_ftnref3:~:text=And%20the%20Bipartisan,would%20be%20certain%E2%80%A6%E2%80%9D
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/16/debt-ceiling-china-would-be-among-first-paid-under-gop-debt-limit-plan-treasury-secretary-yellen-say.html
https://www.cbpp.org/research/federal-budget/debt-limit-default-is-default-even-under-a-prioritization-scheme#:~:text=The%20many%20budget%20statutes%20that%20design%20the%20government%E2%80%99s%20various%20spending%20programs%20provide%20no%20guidance%20on%20what%20order%20payments%20should%20be%20paid%2C%20nor%20should%20they.%20Treasury%20makes%20payments%20when%20they%20come%20due%3B%20it%20has%20no%20legal%20authority%20to%20prioritize%20one%20payment%20over%20another.
https://www.moodysanalytics.com/-/media/article/2023/debt-limit-brinkmanship.pdf
https://www.moodysanalytics.com/-/media/article/2023/going-down-the-debt-limit-rabbit-hole.pdf
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/janet-yellen-debt-ceiling-fight-republican-plan-prioritize-payments-default/
https://www.cbpp.org/research/federal-budget/debt-limit-default-is-default-even-under-a-prioritization-scheme#_ftnref3:~:text=Fitch%20%5BRatings%5D%20says,interview.%5B3%5D
https://www.moodysanalytics.com/-/media/article/2023/going-down-the-debt-limit-rabbit-hole.pdf
https://www.cbpp.org/research/federal-budget/debt-limit-default-is-default-even-under-a-prioritization-scheme#_ftnref3:~:text=Once%20the%20federal,cash%20becomes%20available.
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/the-house-republican-proposal-to-avert-a-debt-ceiling-crisis-is-untested-and-unworkable/#:~:text=Had%20a%20prioritization,the%20specified%20priorities.
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Debt prioritization could disrupt critical funding for federal, state, and local programs  

Prioritizing certain payments over others would defund and disrupt critical programs that millions 

of Americans need and that keep the country operating every day. Proposals to prioritize some 

federal payments when the United States hits the debt ceiling could disrupt funding for food and 

nutrition assistance, health insurance premium support, child care funding, Pell grants, housing 

assistance, small business loans, federal law enforcement, military operations, intelligence 

gathering, air traffic control, and border security, among other items. The federal government 

would not have enough tax revenue to pay for all of the commitments Congress has already 

made over the last many decades and could not borrow to make up the difference after the 

United States has hit its debt limit.  

Debt prioritization would also be disastrous for state governments and public jobs, disrupting 

federal funding for Medicaid, public education, infrastructure, and local law enforcement. The 

federal government partners with states to pay for critical services and programs, paying most of 

the share for vital state health care programs like Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance 

Program. Abruptly stopping or slowing federal funding for these programs could push these 

programs to the brink of bankruptcy as they struggle to pay providers and get critical care to 

patients. Similarly, disrupting federal funding to states for infrastructure, public education, and 

local law enforcement could have devastating impacts on local economies and communities.  

The table on the next page highlights just a few ways that prioritization could disrupt important 

government services in every state.  

Republicans show their priorities with debt prioritization. Foreign holders of Treasury securities 

would be paid before America’s seniors and veterans, while people who use Social Security, 

Medicare, and Medicaid would see a disruption in their benefits. Infrastructure, education, and 

law enforcement for states and localities would also feel the negative impact of a debt 

prioritization strategy as they would be at the bottom of the Republican’s priority list. 

 

https://www.cbpp.org/research/federal-budget/debt-limit-default-is-default-even-under-a-prioritization-scheme#:~:text=veterans%E2%80%99%20compensation%20and,the%20federal%20courts.
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